The authors examined the roll-over shape alignment hypothesis, which states that prosthetic feet are aligned by matching their rollover shapes with an "ideal" shape. The "ideal" shape was considered to be the roll-over shape of the able-bodied foot-ankle system. An alignment algorithm and computational alignment system were developed to set transtibial alignments based on this hypothesis. Three prosthetic feet with considerably different roll-over shapes were either aligned using the alignment system or not aligned (i.e. used previous foot's alignment), and then were aligned by a team of prosthetists. No significant differences were found between roll-over shapes aligned by the computational alignment system and those based on standard clinical techniques (p = 0.944). Significant differences were found between the "no alignment" shapes and the prosthetist alignment shapes (p = 0.006), and between the "no alignment" shapes and the computational alignment system shapes (p = 0.024). The results of the experiment support the hypothesis that the goal of alignment is to match the prosthetic foot's roll-over shape, as closely as possible, with an "ideal" shape. The hypothesis is also supported by its ability to explain the results of previous studies. Using an "ideal" roll-over shape
Introduction
Alignment is currently a trial-and-error process governed by subjective analysis of gait by clinicians and subsequent iterative adjustments. The clinician and prosthesis user determine a satisfactory alignment of the prosthesis during the dynamic alignment phase. Understanding the goal of the alignment process could lead to new methods that allow alignment to be built into prostheses without the iterative process currently used. This understanding could eliminate the need for expensive and heavy alignment hardware, which could be especially beneficial in low-income countries and for construction of lightweight lower-limb prostheses for elderly people. Previous attempts at understanding alignment have hypothesized kinematic symmetry (Hannah et al., 1984) and reduction of step-to-step variability (Zahedi et al, 1987 and 1988) as goals for trans-tibial alignment. While both hypotheses have merit, their use would probably require walking trials, alignment hardware, and special equipment to measure the symmetry and/or step-to-step variability.
Knox (1996) showed that prosthetic feet conform to rocker shapes during the stance phase of walking. These effective rocker shapes, or roll-over shapes, were shown to be good functional indicators for walking and were found to be similar when measured under quasistatic or dynamic loading conditions (Knox, 1996; Hansen et al, 2000) . The hypothesis that roll-over shape provides a useful scientific explanation of the alignment process in the sagittal plane has also been postulated (Hansen et al, 2000) . This paper describes the methods and results of an experiment involving trans-tibial prostheses that was designed to examine the rollover shape alignment hypothesis. The present authors hypothesize that the objective of alignment is to align the roll-over shape of a prosthetic foot, as closely as possible, with the roll-over shape that would be acquired by the able-bodied physiological foot/ankle complex. The roll-over shape of the able-bodied physiological foot/ankle will be referred to as the "ideal" roll-over shape. Figure 1 shows alignment of two different prosthetic feet based on the roll-over shape alignment hypothesis. First is described the "ideal" roll-over shape that was used as the goal for setting alignments. Next is described the algorithm used to set alignments in this experiment. The protocol for the experiments that were performed is Fig. 1 . An example of roll-over shape-based alignment for trans-tibial prostheses. In this illustration, Foot 1 has a soft heel and a stiff toe while Foot 2 has a stiff heel and a soft toe. These mechanical properties are reflected in the rollover shapes of the feet (shown with dashed lines). According to the roll-over shape alignment hypothesis, the optimal alignment is one in which the roll-over shape of the foot is aligned, as closely as possible, with an "ideal" roll-over shape (shown by the solid black curve, this shape closely approximates the roll-over shape of the ablebodied physiological of foot/ankle system). In order to align the roll-over shapes of the feet with the ideal shape, Foot 1 needs to be dorsiflexed from neutral, while Foot 2 needs to be plantarflexed from neutral. This example shows how two prosthetic feet with very different mechanical properties can be aligned to have similar walking function.
described and the results are presented and discussed.
Methods
Determining the "ideal" roll-over shape and the roll-over shape alignment algorithm A circular arc was used to represent the "ideal" roll-over shape because it is a good fit with the roll-over shape of the able-bodied ankle-foot system. The curvature and arc length of the "ideal" roll-over shape was found from theoretical walking models (McGeer, 1990; Gard and Childress, 2001 ) and using empirical foot/ankle measurements from non-disabled persons during walking (Hansen et al, 2000) . Empirical roll-over shapes were calculated by transforming centre of pressure data from laboratory coordinates into shank-based coordinates between ipsilateral and contralateral heel contact events. The orientation and position of the "ideal" roll-over shape with respect to the socket was found using an initial clinical alignment of a prosthetic foot whose roll-over shape closely approximates the "ideal" shape (see Experimental procedure).
The roll-over shape alignment hypothesis, applied to trans-tibial prostheses, states that optimal alignment is the alignment that best matches the roll-over shape of the prosthetic foot with the "ideal" roll-over shape (both shapes are referenced from the socket). To determine this alignment, a computational algorithm and accompanying alignment jig were created. The computational process adjusts the position and orientation of the prosthetic foot's roll-over shape until it is a minimal distance from the "ideal" roll-over shape (i.e. until the prosthetic foot's roll-over shape and the "ideal" roll-over shape are aligned as closely as possible). The resulting "best" position and orientation for the prosthetic foot are then transferred to the alignment jig.
Prosthetic feet
Four types of prosthetic feet were used in the experiment (Fig. 2 ). The first prosthetic foot that was used will be referred to as the Ideal Rollover Shape Prosthetic Foot (IROSPF). The IROSPF was selected because it closely approximates the curvature and arc length of the "ideal" roll-over shape during walking as explained in the previous section. The other feet used in the experiment will be referred to Fig. 2 . Sagittal plane outlines and roll-over shapes (measured at loads corresponding to the subject's body weight) for the prosthetic feet used in the study (Foot A, Foot B, Foot C, and the IROSPF). The outlines and rollover shapes shown here are for the prosthetic feet used by subject 5.
as Foot A, Foot B, and Foot C. All prosthetic feet were selected based on manufacturers' recommendations for each participant. Prosthetic feet that have considerably different roll-over shapes were chosen. Prosthetic feet used in the study were mechanically tested at loads corresponding to body weight to obtain their roll-over shapes. Feet were tested with soft-soled gym shoes that the laboratory supplied to each subject during the experiment. The roll-over shapes of the foot/shoe systems were measured using a modified quasi-static roll-over method as described in Hansen et al. (2000) . The prosthetic foot roll-over shapes were used in the computational process to determine the "best" alignment for each foot based on the roll-over shape alignment hypothesis.
Experimental procedure
Seven men with unilateral trans-tibial amputations participated in the experiment. All subjects walked with a trans-tibial prosthesis and without the use of hand-held walking aids. Each subject signed a consent form approved by Northwestern University's Institutional Review Board (IRB). Table 1 outlines data specific to each of the subjects who participated in the experiment.
The experiment required each subject to make two visits to the laboratory. During the first visit, a duplicate of their socket was created. Sockets were duplicated in an effort to remove the socket fit as a factor in the experiment and to ensure a familiar fit for each subject during the study. Pedilen®, duplicating plastic (Otto Bock, Germany) was used for the socket duplication. Each experimental prosthesis had the same type of suspension as the participant's normal prosthesis.
When the subject returned for the second visit, the IROSPF was fitted to the duplicated socket to form an experimental prosthesis. A team of prosthetists aligned the IROSPF to what they and the subject considered to be the best alignment. The prosthetists were urged to make this first alignment as good as possible since subsequent alignment settings from the alignment algorithm would be based upon it. After the IROSPF was dynamically aligned by the prosthetists, markers were attached to the subject and the prosthesis for gait analysis. Markers were placed on the sound limb at the following locations: dorsum of the foot (toe marker), back of the heel, lateral and medial malleoli, lateral and medial femoral condyles. On the prosthetic side, markers were placed to illustrate the position of the foot and the position, of the socket. Three markers were placed on a specially designed marker plate that was connected via an aluminum interface block to the top surface of each of the prosthetic feet. On the prosthetic socket, markers were placed at positions approximating the medial and lateral condyles of the knee, at a position directly below the lateral femoral condyle (lateral distal side of the socket), and a fourth marker at or just under the level of the patella. The markers on the m i Ej Fig. 3 . Marker placement for a right side trans-tibial prosthesis (left side prostheses were set up as the mirror image of this illustration). "Foot" markers were placed on a specially designed plate that was connected parallel to the top surface of the foot. The foot's coordinate system was translated downward to rest on the top surface of each foot. The medial marker on the socket was used only during a static standing trial and the remaining markers were used to create a virtual medial knee marker during the walking trials.
medial femoral condyles and on the medial malleolus were used only during a static standing trial and were removed for trials thereafter. This left three markers remaining on the socket and three on the foot plate. The positions of these six markers helped to determine the six degrees of freedom of alignment of the prosthesis (Fig. 3 ). After the static trial was completed and the medial condyle markers were removed, the subject was asked to walk at his self-selected speed. As the subject walked, data was collected from the motion analysis system (Motion Analysis Corporation, Santa Rosa, CA, USA) and a force platform (Advanced Mechanical Technology, Watertown, MA, USA). All data were collected at the VA Chicago Motion Analysis Research Laboratory (VACMARL). For the experiment, the motion analysis cameras were mounted on tripods, moved closer to each other, and focused on a smaller volume in order to increase the precision of measurement of the alignment of the prostheses. This configuration yielded a marker measurement precision of less than 2mm and a centre of pressure measurement precision of less than 5mm. After three clean force plate hits were achieved for both the sound and prosthetic sides during the walking trials, the subject was asked to stand in the measurement volume and raise their prosthesis off the floor. This created a non-deformed arrangement of the prosthesis. The marker position data from the unloaded trial was used to determine the three-dimensional alignment of the prosthesis. The alignment was found from the relative orientations and positions of three markers on the foot with respect to markers on the socket (Fig. 3 ). After this alignment measurement trial, the prosthesis was removed from the subject and taken to a different room called the experimental alignment room. Neither the prosthetists nor the subjects in the experiments were allowed into the experimental alignment room.
In the experimental alignment room, the alignment jig was set to the proper alignment according to the computational solution for the IROSPF. The prosthesis was placed in the alignment jig and the socket's position and orientation were fixed based on the initial alignment of the IROSPF. The remaining computational alignments that were performed were based on the same socket position and orientation with respect to the knee axis. Rollover shape-based "optimal" alignments with respect to the socket were found using the rollover shape alignment algorithm.
After the proper socket alignment was found using the IROSPF, the following steps were taken: (Step 1) A coin was tossed to indicate to a team of technicians whether or not to align Foot A based on the roll-over shape alignment algorithm. (Step 1A) If the result of the coin toss was "heads", the alignment algorithm was used to set the alignment for Foot A. (Step IB) If the result was "tails", the same alignment was used for Foot A as was found for the IROSPF (i.e. the IROSPF was unbolted and replaced by Foot A). The result of the coin toss was not revealed to the prosthetists nor the subjects, making the experiment a double-blind study. Care was taken by the technicians to take a similar amount of time in the experimental alignment room for each prosthetic foot change, regardless of the outcome of the coin toss. ( Step 2) After Foot A was placed on the prosthesis, using either the computational solution's alignment or the alignment of the previous foot, the prosthesis was returned to the laboratory and given back to the subject. The subject donned the prosthesis and started the walking trials at a self-selected speed. Gait trials were then recorded in this alignment until three clean hits were accomplished on both the sound and prosthetic sides. Following the walking trials, a trial was carried out with the subject in the measurement volume and holding the prosthesis off the floor. ( Step 3) Next, the team of prosthetists aligned Foot A if they felt revisions were necessary. After the prosthetists reached what they considered optimal alignment, more walking trials were performed until 3 clean force platform hits were achieved for both the prosthetic and sound limbs.
Following the walking trials, the subject again held the prosthesis off the ground and in the measurement volume. The positions of the markers on the prosthesis were measured and recorded using the Motion Analysis system. After
Step 3 was completed, the prosthesis was again taken into the experimental alignment room. Steps 1 through 3 were repeated for Foot B and Foot C. Coin tosses that resulted in "heads" indicated to technicians that alignments should be set according to the alignment algorithm while those that resulted in "tails" indicated that the foot should be unbolted and replaced with the next foot.
The data from the walking trials were used to create roll-over shapes during walking for the prostheses in their various alignments. This was accomplished by finding the centre of pressure in the socket's coordinate system and was done to verify that the roll-over shapes would reflect the alignment changes made, i.e. if the foot was moved ahead, the roll-over shape would be moved ahead.
Individual alignment trials were examined by determining an average distance a point on the roll-over shape of the foot would be from the "ideal" roll-over shape. This was done by first splining the data into a set number of samples (i.e. k samples). Then the two to four walking trials per alignment condition were averaged. This yielded seven average roll-over shapes for each subject, each resulting from either no alignment changes from the previous foot or roll-over shape computational alignment changes, and prosthetist alignment changes. One of these average shapes for each subject was the IROSPF's roll-over shape after being aligned by the prosthetists. This alignment was always the first alignment, as described earlier, and was used to capture the proper socket position and orientation. The resulting position and orientation of the IROSPF's roll-over shape with respect to the socket was assumed to be closely aligned with the "ideal" roll-over shape. The roll-over shape alignment hypothesis was tested by determining an average distance that a point on the test foot's average roll-over shape (i.e. Foot A, Foot B, and Foot C) was away from the corresponding point on the IROSPF's average roll-over shape. The calculation of average distance involved adding up the OH e« 3 © (J n-Ŝ hape X Fig. 4 . Plot illustrating the measurement of average distance between two roll-over shapes. The average distance between the two shapes shown above is simply the sum of the di' s divided by the number of points (i.e. the average of the di's). Note that the plot shows shapes composed of 10 points while the shapes used in the study were splined into 100 points. The average distance measure is affected by the differences in geometry, position, orientation, and timing between the two roll-over shapes. Timing is indicated by the spacing between rollover shape data points along their respective curves.
distances between each of the k roll-over shape points for the test foot and each of the corresponding points of the IROSPF's roll-over shape: In this case, k was set to 100 points. The measurement of average distance is illustrated in Figure 4 . This approach incorporates rotational and translational differences between shapes into one measure. The average distance between shapes was examined using a two-way ANOVA to see if there were effects due to the alignment procedure or due to the type of prosthetic foot used. Assumptions of the two-way ANOVA were verified. A Tukey post-hoc test was used to analyze the differences between the various alignment methods and between prosthetic feet.
Results
The results of the coin tosses are shown in Table 2 . Foot A was computationally aligned three times using the alignment algorithm, Foot B three times, and Foot C six times. The degrees of freedom related to the roll-over shape alignment hypothesis were the leg length (LL), the dorsiflexion of the foot (DF), and the anterior placement of the foot (AP). The roll-over shapes and resulting sagittal plane alignment measurements are shown in Figure 5 for Foot A's alignment trial for one of the subjects. The roll-over shape of Foot A, after inheriting the alignment of the previous foot, was plantarflexed with respect to the roll-over shape of the IROSPF. The prosthetists dorsiflexed the foot by 5° and moved it ahead 10mm, bringing the shape of Foot A on the prosthesis into alignment with the prosthetists' aligned roll-over shape of the IROSPF. These alignment changes are reflected in the orientations and positions of Foot A's roll-over shapes, which were found from walking trial data.
To examine this subject's results further, the alignment measurements that were found after the prosthetists' alignment of each foot were placed back into the roll-over shape alignment algorithm for each foot to show where their corresponding roll-over shapes would be. The resulting positions and orientations of the feet and their roll-over shapes were superimposed by matching pictures, ensuring the same socket position and orientation. After socket size matching and alignment in the combination picture, the sockets were cropped out of view. The roll-over shape resulting from the initial alignment of the IROSPF is shown in black circles. Roll-over shapes resulting from no alignment (NA) of Foot A are shown with white squares while shapes resulting after prosthetist alignment (APA) of Foot A are shown with grey triangles. The alignment used in the "no alignment" case was the same alignment (attachment surface with respect to the socket) as was found for the IROSPF by a team of prosthetists. Alignment measurements in the table are for alignments of Foot A and include dorsiflexion (DF), anterior placement of the foot (AP), and leg length (LL). Figure 6A shows the superimposed shapes of these feet when they all have the same alignment (attachment surfaces and foot bolt holes are in alignment with each other). Figure 6B shows the superimposed shapes of these feet after the team of prosthetists aligned them (and after the alignment measurements were fed back into the roll-over shape alignment algorithm). The rollover shapes of the four feet used in this study were all quite different from one another with respect to their attachment surfaces (Fig. 6A) . After dynamic alignment by the team of prosthetists, the roll-over shapes of the four feet were closely aligned (Fig. 6B) . The fact that these roll-over shapes are aligned with one another supports the hypothesis that they were all aligned towards a similar "ideal" roll-over shape.
The two-way ANOVA showed that both the alignment method and prosthetic foot were significant factors toward the average distance measure (p=0.005 for alignment method and p=0.005 for prosthetic foot used). The interaction between these factors was statistically insignificant (p=0.195). The Tukey post-hoc test showed no statistical differences between alignments performed using the roll- Note that the coordinate systems no longer coincide, illustrating that these four feet needed four different alignments. Also note that the roll-over shapes of these four feet are nearly aligned with each other, supporting the idea that they are being aligned toward an "ideal" shape.
over shape alignment algorithm and alignments performed by the team of prosthetists (p=0.944). The Tukey test also showed significant differences between computational alignment and no alignment (p=0.024) as well as between prosthetist and no alignment methods (p=0.006). No significant differences were found in the average distances between Foot A and Foot C (p=0.956), while significant differences were found between Foot B and Foot A (p=0.003) as well as between Foot B and Foot C (p=0.001).
Discussion
The results of the two-way ANOVA were supportive of the hypothesis that prosthetic feet are aligned based on roll-over shape concepts since there were no statistical differences between the average distances between shapes aligned by computational methods and the prosthetists. Roll-over shape-based alignments were found to be just as close to the "ideal" rollover shape (represented by the aligned roll-over shape of the IROSPF) as the roll-over shapes of the feet aligned by the team of prosthetists.
Some limitations of this study include the small number of research participants and the fact that each alignment was treated as an independent sample. More sophisticated statistical analyses on a larger sample may be useful for further investigation of the roll-over shape alignment hypothesis.
A weakness of the alignment algorithm and computational alignment system is the need for a starting position and orientation of the socket. In this study, the starting socket position and orientation were determined by clinical dynamic alignment of the IROSPF. Although the rollover shape alignment hypothesis does not give the complete answer for trans-tibial alignment, it does appear to explain how prosthetic feet with different mechanical properties should be aligned in the sagittal plane. This could be useful when prosthetists want to exchange the foot on a properly aligned prosthesis with a different type of foot. Further studies could help to indicate the proper socket position and orientation for each individual subject, perhaps using skeletalbased analyses (Van Vorhis and Rovick, 1987) .
Additional support for the roll-over shape alignment hypothesis is its ability to explain the results of previous research studies. For example, many gait analysis studies have been performed with various types of prosthetic feet in an effort to examine gait differences when different types of feet are used (Postema et al, 1997 a ; Postema et al., 1997 b ; Torburn et al, 1995; Snyder et al, 1995; Powers et al, 1994; Barth et al, 1992; Gitter et al, 1991; Torburn et al, 1990) . In many cases, the feet used have radically different mechanical properties. However, many times no gait differences were found for the research participants, each of whom would try the many different types of feet. An important detail of most of these studies is that dynamic alignment was provided for each prosthetic foot. According to the roll-over shape alignment hypothesis, the alignment process is a matching of the foot's roll-over shape with the "ideal" roll-over shape. This implies that all of the feet would have been aligned toward the "ideal" shape ( Fig. 1) . Thus their roll-over shapes would have been in similar alignments with respect to the socket. So alignment essentially eliminated the major differences between the prosthetic feet, yielding similar gait patterns for the participants using the various feet. The roll-over shape alignment hypothesis also explains the results of gait studies that kept alignment constant for all prosthetic feet tested (Torburn et al, 1990 ). All but one of the D Fig. 7 . Two methods of aligning circular shapes (Hansen, 1998) . The thick arc represents the ideal roll-over shape while the thinner arc represents the roll-over shape of the prosthetic foot. The outline of the foot is shown and moves with the roll-over shape of the prosthetic foot. (A) and (C) show the prosthetic foot out of alignment (and with the same alignment). (B) Shows the foot aligned using a pure forward translation of the prosthetic foot. (D) Shows the foot aligned using a pure rotation about the black dot. If the task of aligning endpoints is important, the alignment in (B) would be better than the one in (D) because there is more overlap of the prosthetic foot's rollover shape with the "ideal" shape. prosthetic feet tested by Torburn et al (1990) happened to have roll-over shapes that were approximately the same, which meant alignment changes were not always necessary for the different feet (Hansen et al, 2000; Hansen, 2002) .
The roll-over shape alignment hypothesis may also explain the variability seen in a previous study of alignment by Zahedi et al. (1986) . In their study, Zahedi et al. (1986) found wide variability in the final alignments of prostheses fitted for the same subject by multiple prosthetists. High variability was also seen when a single prosthetist aligned the prosthesis for the same subject. Assuming the "ideal" roll-over shape and the prosthetic foot's roll-over shape can be approximated with circular arcs and that the goal of alignment is to align these shapes, the dynamic alignment becomes an alignment of two circular arcs. To align portions of two circular arcs one can either translate one of the arcs with respect to the other or rotate it with respect to the other (Hansen, 1998) ( Fig. 7) . Taking this argument further, alignment can be performed with any combination of rotation and translation that matches sections of the two circular arcs (Fig. 8 ). If matching the endpoints of the arcs is critical and the two arcs are of the same length, then theoretically there should be one unique alignment that is best (Fig. 8C) . However, the authors believe that this rarely occurs in practice. Many times the prosthetic foot has a roll-over shape that is shorter than the ideal roll-over shape, making a perfect match of the shapes impossible. Additionally, curvature differences between the roll-over shapes would also cause a non-perfect match to be compromised upon through dynamic alignment. The average distance measurement between roll-over shapes was introduced and could be considered a method for determining the effectiveness of alignments in future studies. This measurement takes into consideration the geometry of the two shapes (i.e. curvature and arc length), the position and orientation of the two shapes with respect to each other, and the timing involved in the creation of the two shapes (i.e. the spacing between equal time samples that make up the shapes). All of these factors are inherently included in roll-over shapes that are measured from walking trials and are important to proper alignment. It is noted that alignments were set in this experiment according to geometry, positioning, and orientation between shapes only; timing was not considered as an input for the roll-over shape alignment algorithm. Timing factors such as the velocity of the centre of pressure along the roll-over shape may add to the success of future alignment algorithms.
Studies of alignment have classically measured values of dorsiflexion, anterior placement of the foot, leg length, inversion, medial placement of the foot, and transverse rotation of the foot (toe-out angle). This study suggests that the mechanical and geometrical properties of the prosthetic foot, reflected in its roll-over shape, can be used properly to set the sagittal plane degrees of freedom of alignment by aligning its roll-over shape with an "ideal" shape. A limitation of this study is that it deals only with alignment in the sagittal plane (i.e. the first three degrees of freedom mentioned above). However, extending roll-over shape-based alignment into three-dimensional roll-over surface-based alignment could lead to solutions for all six degrees of freedom of trans-tibial alignment prior to prosthesis fabrication. Rollover shape concepts may also be useful for alignment of other lower limb prostheses and orthoses, such as trans-femoral prostheses and ankle-foot orthoses (AFOs), and may help to indicate proper alignment for arthrodesis surgery (e.g. ankle fusions).
Conclusion
Alignment of trans-tibial prostheses in the sagittal plane appears to be the approximate matching of the prosthetic foot's roll-over shape with an "ideal" roll-over shape similar to that used by an able-bodied foot/ankle system during walking. Prosthetists currently perform this task using observational gait analysis and iterative changes during dynamic alignment. The matching of the prosthetic foot's roll-over shape with an "ideal" roll-over shape gives the prosthesis user a satisfactory gait in the sagittal plane when compared with that of an ablebodied person.
The results of this experiment support the rollover shape alignment hypothesis, which is the idea that prosthetic feet are aligned by closely matching their roll-over shapes with an "ideal" shape (perhaps the shape taken by the biological ankle-foot complex). Prosthetic foot roll-over shapes resulting from roll-over shape-based alignments were not significantly different from the shapes of prostheses aligned by experienced prosthetists. The roll-over shapes of the four prosthetic feet in the study were nested toward a common shape after alignment by the experienced prosthetists. Combining roll-over shape concepts with further research on the proper socket position and orientation may lead to prior knowledge of appropriate alignment so that prostheses could be fabricated with the alignment built-in, reducing the need for expensive and heavy alignment hardware.
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